
! We’ll begin the week noticing the feelings that arise with objects. Here the word 
feeling is used is a very specific way. Feeling means the sense of pleasant or 
unpleasant that comes up with sense objects: sights, sounds, physical sensations, 
thoughts and other mind objects.

! Feelings are a concomitant of sense contact.  Every object has a feeling 
associated with it. Today we begin to see for ourselves the truth of this.

! Normally, most of our experience with  pleasant and unpleasant feeling is 
unconscious - we move  so quickly into resolving that we do not really see pleasant and 
unpleasant that came up in the beginning. For example, every time you shift your 
posture in a chair, for example, it is in response to some slight discomfort, which is 
unpleasant. When we get down to the bottom of it, we are experiencing a constant flow 
with feeling, almost all of it below the radar, so to speak. The first step is to move it up to 
the radar screen where we can see it.

EXERCISE:! Carry your small notebook with you today. Have it open on your desk 
or in your pocket. When you notice something as pleasant or unpleasant, make a 
BRIEF notation with “pl”, or “unp”. 
Example: traffic - unp
smell lunch - pl
phone ring - unp
blue sky - pl
cold- unp

 ! You want these to be brief enough that you can make them throughout the day 
with minimal interruption to the flow of your activity. Alternatively, you may want to pause 
briefly every hour and jot a few down.

! The object here is to simply notice the flow of pleasant and unpleasant feeling. 
Try to notice this with bare attention - not following the urge to fix, judge, or comment on 
it.
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